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What was the average height in centimeters 
of people who lived in the Jomon Period, 
the era until about 3,000 years ago?

① about 136cm

② about 146cm

③ about 156cm

④ about 166cm
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① written character formed with a rope

② money tied up with a rope

③ pattern of rope on pottery

④ fishing method using a rope
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What is the name of the period after the 
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growing and thin and hard earthenware?

① Yayoi Period

② Heian Period

③ Yamato Period

④ Asuka Period
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the latter half of the third century to the first 
part of the seventh century. What is a "kofun"?
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What were people who had strong power 
in each region during the Kofun Period 
called?

① kizoku

② banzoku

③ shizoku

④ gōzoku
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What is the name of the person who was 
dispatched to Zui (China) by Prince Shotoku
as "kenzuishi," an official Japanese 
diplomatic envoy?
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What is the name of a powerful person who 
was killed by Prince Naka no Oe in the Taika
Reform, a political reform in 645?

① Soga no Kujira

② Soga no Iruka

③ Soga no Maguro

④ Soga no Unagi
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About how many people in total worked to 
create the Great Buddha, a project ordered 
by Emperor Shomu during the Nara Period? 

① about 2,600

② about 26,000

③ about 260,000

④ about 2,600,000
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The capital was moved to Heian-Kyo in 
Kyoto in 794. How do Japanese people 
remember this year?

① Na(7)ku(9)yo(4), uguisu, Heian-kyō

[A bush warbler is singing in Heian-kyo]

② Na(7)ku(9)shi(4)takunai, Heian-kyō

[We don't want to lose Heian-kyo]

③ Na(7)zeka ku(9)rushi(4)i, Heian-kyō

[For some reason, it is tough to live in Heian-kyo]

④ Fuan na(7)ku(9), shi(4)awase, Heian-kyō

[Happy without any anxiety in Heian-kyo]
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What did Fujiwara no Michinaga, who had 
strong political power during the Heian Period, 
compare his strength to? 

① Great Buddha

② lion

③ full moon

④ sea in spring
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What clan had strong power during the 12th 
century and created the phrase "( ) ni
arazunba hito ni arazu [If you don't belong to 
the ___ clan, you are not a human being]"?

① Genji

② Heishi

③ Fujiwara-shi

④ Ashikaga-shi
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What type of people engaged in politics 
during the Kamakura Period?

① warriors

② aristocrats

③ emperor
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What is the phrase meaning that warriors will 
soon come to Kamakura from the provinces 
when something goes wrong for the 
government during the Kamakura Period?

① Yoshi Kamakura

② Sore Kamakura

③ Iza Kamakura

④ Sate Kamakura
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What is said to be the reason Mongol forces 
lost in the "Genko," in which the Mongols 
invaded Japan during the Kamakura Period?

① They were too sensitive to heat

② They got upset stomachs

③ A typhoon came

④ They got lost
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Where was the Muromachi Shogunate
established by Ashikaga Takauji located?

① Kamakura

② Edo

③ Nara

④ Kyoto
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There were two emperors from 1336 
to 1392. What is the name of this 
period?

① Namboku-cho Period

② Tozai-cho Period

③ Shunjū-cho Period

④ Kato-cho Period
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What is being referred to as "the previous war" 
when people in Kyoto use the expression "the 
document was burned in the previous war"?

① Pacific War

② Russo-Japanese War

③ Onin War

④ Battle of Okehazama
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What relation did Akechi Mitsuhide, who betrayed 
and killed Oda Nobunaga in the "Honnoji
Incident" in 1582, have with Oda Nobunaga?

① master and retainer

② friends

③ parent and child, in laws

④ general and deputy general
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Which of these words did Takeda Shingen, 
a warrior of the Kai domain (Yamanashi 
Prefecture) during the Sengoku Period, 
display on the flags of his army?

① fukoku kyōhē [wealth and military power]

② tenka muteki [no rivals in the world]

③ denkō sekka [lightning-fast]

④ fūrin kazan [wind, forest, fire and mountain]
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What is the Battle of Sekigahara, in which 
Tokugawa Ieyasu and Ishida Mitsunari fought in 
1600, called? It is "( ) no Tatakai [War of ___]."

① tenka kawarime [realm change]

② tenka sakaime [realm border]

③ tenka wakeme [realm divide]

④ tenka torime [realm reigning]
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What is the name of the place where wives 
and children of the shogun lived and no man 
except for the shogun was permitted to 
enter during the Edo Period?

① midaidokoro

② tenshukaku

③ ōoku

④ ōtsubone
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What did the system called "sankin kōtai," 
which was established by the Edo Shogunate, 
oblige daimyo feudal lords to do? 

① pay tax alternately

② study abroad alternately

③ dispatch farmers alternately

④ live in Edo alternately
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Which one of the European countries was 
permitted to trade with Japan during the 
Edo Period as an exception?

① Holland

② Portugal

③ U.K.

④ Spain
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What is the name of the period drama that 
featured the eighth Shogun Tokugawa 
Yoshimune, who carried out the Kyoho
Reform during the Edo Period?

① Wanpaku Shōgun

② Yancha Shōgun

③ Abarenbō Shōgun

④ Ranbōmono Shōgun
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promoted Christianity?

① João Rodrigues

② Francis Xavier

③ Marco Polo
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In 1853, an American, Perry, came to Japan 
and opened the country. What were his ships 
called at that time?

① ō fune [big ships]

② tetsu fune [iron ships]

③ kuro fune [black ships]

④ yama fune [mountain ships]
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What was the name of the group that cracked 
down on those who were against the Edo 
Shogunate mainly in Kyoto around the end of 
the Edo Period?

① Joigumi

② Shinsengumi

③ Sacchogumi
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How many years did the Edo Period last?

① 65 years

② 165 years

③ 265 years

④ 365 years
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Which of the following persons is not included in the 
three political figures called "Ishin no Sanketsu [three 
great nobles of the restoration]," who overthrew the 
Edo Shogunate and led the Meiji Restoration?

① Saigo Takamori

② Kido Takayoshi

③ Okubo Toshimichi

④ Sakamoto Ryoma
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What is the introduction of Western 
culture to Japan and the modernization 
of the country in the Meiji Period called?

① bunmē kaika [cultural enlightenment]

② bunka kakumē [cultural revolution] 

③ sēyō dōka [assimilation with the West] 

④ kōdo sēchō [high growth]
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Which country's constitution was the model 
for the Constitution of the Empire of Japan, 
which was established during the Meiji Period 
and used until the end of WWII?
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③ U.S.A.

④ China
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② Germany and U.K. 

③ U.S.A. and Italy 

④ U.S.A. and U.K.
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accepted after it lost the Pacific War?

① The Berlin Declaration 
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③ The San Francisco Declaration 

④ The Portsmouth Declaration
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What is the name given to the period from 
1955 to 1973 when the Japanese economy 
grew rapidly after the war?

① kōdo kēzai sēchō [high economic growth] 

② baburu kēzai [bubble economy] 

③ sangyō kakumē [industrial revolution] 

④ bunmē kaika [cultural enlightenment]
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During the Heian period, what people 
held the most political power?

① samurais

② Buddhist priests

③ aristocrats 

④ emperors
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Toyotomi Hideyoshi made which of the 
following - now on disply at Osaka Castle -
out of gold?

① Bath 

② Toilet 

③ Tea Room 

④ Bedroom
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During the Edo period, shoguns lived in 
Edo Castle. What has Edo Castle become 
in present day?

① the Imperial Palace 

② the Diet Building 

③ Yoyogi Park 

④ the Meiji Shrine
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The fifth shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate, 
Tokugawa Tsunayoshi was known as an animal 
lover. Fill in the blank. What is the nickname he 
was given? "______________ Kubō."

① Neko (Cat)

② Inu (Dog) 

③ Ushi (Cow)

④ Uma (Horse)
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Of all the Tokugawa shoguns, the eleventh 
shogun, Ienari, ruled for the longest period 
of time. How long was his reign?

① 30 years

② 40 years

③ 50 years

④ 60 years
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